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The physical interpretation of self-organization control process on quantum level is discussed based on the
quantum information-thermodynamic models of the exchange and extraction of quantum (hidden) value in-
formation from/between classical particle’s trajectories in particle swarm [1,2]. Main physics and information
thermodynamics aspects of quantum intelligent control of classical control objects discussed and described
from control Benchmark models viewpoint design on the basis of new laws of quantum Lagrange / Hamilton
deep machine learning.
1. Physics of quantum hidden information phenomena. New types of quantum correlations (as behavior
control coordinator with quantum computation by communication) and information transport (value infor-
mation) between particle swarm trajectories (communication through a quantum link) are introduced.
2. Quantum logic of intelligent classical system control. The structure of developed quantum fuzzy inference
(QFI) model includes necessary self-organization properties and realizes a self-organization process as a new
quantum search algorithm (QSA). In particular case, in intelligent control system (ICS) structure, QFI system
is a QSA block, which performs post-processing of the results of fuzzy inference of each independent fuzzy
controller (FC) and produces the generalized control signal output. In this case the on-line output of QFI is an
optimal robust control signal, which combines best features of each independent FC outputs (self-organization
principle). For design of FC - KB original structures of quantum neural networks and quantum genetic algo-
rithm developed and applied.
3. Quantum software engineering of quantum intelligent control physics law. Quantum soft computing opti-
mizer toolkit of KB – design processes is described. Benchmarks of robust KB design from imperfect FC - KB as
the new quantum synergetic information effects of extracted quantum information demonstrated. Moreover,
the new force control law from quantum thermodynamic described: with extracted hidden quantum informa-
tion from classical control signal states (on micro-level) possible to design in on-line new control force that
can produce on macro-level more value work amount than the work losses on the extraction of this amount
of hidden quantum information.
It is a new control law of physics-cybernetics open hybrid systems including port-Hamiltonian controlled
dynamic objects [3].
4. Applications. Effective application of new quantum intelligent controller in mega-science project NICA,
intelligent cognitive robotics and quantum drones for applications in project “Industry 5.0” demonstrated [4].
Perspective applications of quantum software engineering discussed.
Conclusions
Therefore, the operation area of such ICS can be expanded greatly as well as its robustness. Robustness of con-
trol signal is the background for support the reliability of control accuracy in uncertainty environments. The
effectiveness of the developed QFI model is illustrated for important case - the application to design of robust



intelligent control system of unstable essentially nonlinear control object in unpredicted control situations
(autonomous mobile robots, robotic manipulators, swarm robotics with information exchange etc.).
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